Addendum # 1 dated on 6-6-2017

To clarify some questions and inquiries.

1. What thickness do you want the sides? Sides- 3/16”

2. What type of hoist do you request? Hoist- male hot telescoping, purposely built for body

Can the chassis be looked at for condition and mounting requirements like?

Rear stop tail turn light status
Back up alarm
Mud flaps
And other safety equipment required certifying the chassis to meeting today's standards

1. Rear lights- stop/turn/tail in rear corner posts must comply w/ FMVSS 108
2. Mud flaps- yes, must be DOT legal when complete

Inquiries of a technical nature may be directed to Doug Bogen fleet manager (203-650-8053); all others may be directed to Kevin Bova, Purchasing Agent (203.452.5042).